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this is an action, adventure, sci-fi film directed by
bryan singer and written by simon kinberg, and now it
is dubbed in hindi. it is surrounded by a sequel to the x-
men movies, uncanny x-men, x-men origins: wolverine
and x-men: days of future past. in this film, the
mutants will be facing the second coming of the
master who is the first step of the master plan of
apocalypse. the following star cast: james mcavoy as
professor charles xavier charles michael metcalfe as
magneto, january jones as emma frost caliban, jason
flemyng as nightcrawler, alexandra shipp as storm,
and tye sheridan as blink. xavier is a self-proclaimed
mutant who is a brilliant professor of genetics and a
prominent leader of the x-men, charles’ estranged,
charismatic and equally brilliant brother who was
experimented on as a child; erik was born without a
body. the second act centers on rival teams of
mutants and humans assembling to take him on. using
his brainpower and his ability to manipulate matter,
apocalypse intends to defeat both groups with his
power and then remake the earth in his image, as his
own mansion in space. like many of the other
characters, the core of his character is much more of a
background character until he was established in the
second act. apocalypse is the leader of the mutant
people, beginning this story is alive. he is a mysterious
being, who has been confirmed dead. he rises in the
world and his assistant, mister sinister is manipulating
his rise to power. but, the other mutant, erik, is angry
at charles for not protecting him. he is in conflict with
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the mutant people. he gives him a new metal gauntlet
and it is this that will become his downfall in the film.
there are 10 characters in the film and just one is his
but every character plays a key role in this film like
first class of the x-men 1-3 the first class of the x-men.
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movie-synopsis/plot: screenshots: (must see before
downloading) download x-men: apocalypse (2016)
{hindi-english} 480p [500mb] download x-men:
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dual audio (hindi-english). this is a english movie and
available in 1080p & 720p & 480p qualities. this is one

of the best movie based on action, adventure, sci-fi.
this movie is now available in hindi. you have to

understand, a modern democracy is more akin to an
absolute monarchy than it is to a medieval monarchy.

this is because in both absolute monarchies and
democracies, individual citizens have precious little

actual power that is not granted them by the state. if
the state chooses to rescind some

liberty/privilege/right, they have next to no power to
successfully object. movie plot: since the dawn of
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civilization, he was worshiped as a god. apocalypse,
the first and most powerful mutant from marvels x-
men universe, amassed the powers of many other
mutants, becoming immortal and invincible. upon

awakening after thousands of years, he is disillusioned
with the world as he finds it and recruits a team of

powerful mutants, including a disheartened magneto,
to cleanse mankind and create a new world order,

over which he will reign. as the fate of the earth hangs
in the balance, raven with the help of professor x must

lead a team of young x-men to stop their greatest
nemesis and save mankind from complete destruction.
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